I schemic stroke (IS) is a complex genetic disorder caused by a combination of multiple genetic and environmental factors. Despite the enormous burden associated with stroke, we know little about its underlying pathogenesis. Unlike many other common age-related diseases (eg, diabetes mellitus and heart disease), there are no good preclinical biomarkers that can provide a foothold for studying the molecular and physiological processes leading up to a stroke event. Because a genetic predisposition to stroke is widely acknowledged, 1 current strategy to study stroke pathogenesis is to start by identifying genes associated with stroke and then to investigate the function of these genes. Toward this goal, numerous candidate gene and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of stroke have been performed.
A strategy successfully used to identify genetic determinants of other common complex diseases has been to focus on subtypes, such as early-onset disease which may be enriched for high-penetrance variants. Variants that are highly penetrant or highly predictive of diseases may be easier to detect and also produce useful insights about disease pathways, even if the same variants play a lesser role in late-onset disease.
The goal of this review is to assess the evidence for a genetic basis to early-onset IS. We mainly focus on early-onset stroke occurring between the ages of 15 and 49 years but specify age ranges considered by other studies as they are discussed. We begin with an epidemiological characterization of earlyonset stroke, comparing and contrasting risk factors and the heterogeneity of stroke subtypes between early-and late-onset IS. We then review the evidence for a genetic basis of earlyonset stroke, contrasting where possible the magnitude of the genetic contribution in younger versus older IS through familial aggregation studies. Finally, we review current status and prospects for identifying genes contributing to susceptibility to early-onset stroke. Throughout the review, we highlight some of the key gaps in knowledge.
Methods
Articles eligible for inclusion in this review were identified by searching PubMed published online before July 2013, as well as references cited from these studies. For familial aggregation of IS, we used as search terms (ischemic stroke or brain infarction or cerebral infarction) and (family history or twin study or heritability). This search generated a total of 244 studies. After review of abstracts to determine relevance, we identified 11 studies that addressed the genetic contribution to IS in relation to age of stroke onset. References for genes associated with early-onset IS were identified by searching PubMed using the search terms (ischemic stroke or ischemia or cerebral infarction or brain infarction) and (gene or polymorphism or mutation or variant) and (young adults or early onset or young onset), yielding 126 studies. We further restricted eligibility to include only studies based on meta-analysis or individual studies with ≥500 cases, a threshold chosen because it is estimated to provide 80% power to detect a common variant with a minor allele frequency of 30% and an odds ratio (OR) of 1.3 under an additive genetic model. After review of abstracts to determine relevance, 6 studies met these criteria, 4 of which were restricted to IS cases ≤50 years of age.
Epidemiological Features of Young-Onset IS
Incidence rates for IS increase exponentially with increasing age. 1 Incidence rates for IS in the 15-to 45- year age range are ≈10 per 100 000 person-years in individuals of predominantly European ancestry, with similar rates for men and women. 2, 3 Compared with persons of European ancestry, blacks have incidence rates 2-fold higher for IS in this 15-to 45-year age range. 2 Risk factors for early-onset stroke generally parallel those for late-onset stroke, although the frequencies of these risk factors and their effects on stroke may differ between young and old. Compared with older adults, patients 18 to 44 years of age with IS have a lower prevalence of dyslipidemia, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and atrial fibrillation, although not necessarily current cigarette smoking. 1, 4, 5 Younger patients with stroke are also less likely to have a history of coronary or peripheral artery disease. 4 Despite their lower prevalence, some stroke risk factors seem to have a stronger effect in the young population. For example, the relative risk (RR) of hypertension associated with stroke is highest among those aged <50 years (RR=4.0) and decreases with increasing age. 1 One key difference between early-versus late-onset IS is the distribution of stroke subtypes. In contrast to late-onset IS, there is a higher proportion of stroke because of other determined causes in young adults. In a large collection of first-ever IS cases, aged from 15 to 49 years, from hospital-based registries across Europe, the frequency of stroke because of other determined causes, particularly dissection, was the predominate subtype, whereas cardioembolic, large artery atherosclerotic, and small-vessel strokes were less represented compared with what is typically seen in general population (Figure) . 6, 7 The evidence on the proportions of stroke of undetermined pathogenesis between these 2 age groups is somewhat conflicting. Two US population-based studies, one enrolling strokes of all ages 6 and the other enrolling only young adults aged 15 to 44 years, 8 found a similar proportion of stroke of undetermined pathogenesis (≈50%). In contrast to these results, the European study of hospital-based cases mentioned above reported a slightly lower proportion (40%) of stroke of undetermined pathogenesis. 7 Such conflicting results may relate to differing geographically based work-up practices for earlyonset stroke. Some of the observed phenotype heterogeneity between young-versus older-onset stroke likely reflects differing in the frequencies of stroke risk factors. Thus, the relatively low proportion of large artery atherosclerosis strokes occurring in the young could be because of the lower prevalence of and shorter exposure to atherosclerotic risk factors at younger ages.
In summary, early-onset stroke not only represents the lower part of the age of onset spectrum but also differs in several key ways from late-onset stroke, as reflected by the difference in subtype distribution and the effects of traditional stroke risk factors.
Familial Aggregation of IS in the Young

Evidence That IS Aggregates in Families
The available studies indicate that a moderate proportion of stroke susceptibility can be attributable to familial aggregation. Bak et al 9 reported a heritability of 32% for stroke death and 17% for stroke hospitalization or stroke death in twins. Flossmann et al 10 summarized the evidence for a genetic contribution to IS across 9 cohort studies, 27 case-control studies, and 3 twin studies and reported that having a positive family history of stroke was associated with an ≈30% to 76% increase in stroke risk (OR=1.3-1.76). In the Framingham Study, a parental history of IS by 65 years of age was associated with a 2.22-fold increase in IS risk in offspring (P<0.05) after adjusting for stroke risk factors. 11 The interpretation of these family-based studies is subject to several caveats. First, the estimates of genetic contribution can vary widely depending on study design. Second, presence or absence of stroke in family members is often based solely on recall by the index case and without verification from medical records. Not only does this provide opportunities for misclassification error, but even for true strokes, it may be impossible to distinguish between ischemic versus hemorrhagic stroke. The Framingham Study was among the few studies able to minimize this bias because strokes were adjudicated in both the probands and parents. 11 Perhaps, the biggest limitation lies in the interpretation of the familial aggregation itself because it is not only an indicator for shared genes between family relatives but also shared environments. More recent approaches using population samples and genetic polymorphisms across the entire genome can circumvent this limitation. 12, 13 This genotype-based heritability method estimates the similarity among individuals based on their actual genotypes at markers throughout the genome (ie, genetic relatedness). Heritability is then defined as the proportion of phenotype variation (eg, in stroke liability) explained by the genotypes across the chromosome. Two recent studies using this approach estimated the heritability of IS to be 37% to 38% (estimate statistically different than zero at P<0.001), indicating a significant genetic contribution to IS. 14, 15 The genotype-based method for estimating heritability requires large sample sizes, which have become available with large GWAS studies.
Is Familial Aggregation More Pronounced in Early-Onset IS Compared With Late-Onset Stroke?
A central question addressed by this review is the extent to which genes contribute to risk of early-onset IS. At least 2 case-control studies have been performed in patients with stroke aged <50 years, each reporting stroke to be associated with a positive family history of stroke, with ORs ranging from 1.2 to 3.2. 16, 17 Few studies have explicitly contrasted the association of stroke with family history of stroke between earlyand late-onset stroke subjects. One of the earliest efforts to address this question was undertaken by Flossmann et al 10 and reported a slightly stronger association of stroke with family history of stroke in studies restricted to cases with onset age <70 years (OR=1.9; 95% confidence interval [CI]=1.7-2.2) than in studies without this age restriction (OR=1.7; 95% CI=1.6-1.8). Despite the high age cutoff (70-year old) used in this analysis, Flossmann et al 10 indicated a potential age modification on the familial aggregation. A significant limitation of this analysis was that estimates of the young versus old differences were not made within each study but rather were made by combining estimates obtained from early-onset stroke studies and comparing them to estimates obtained from other stroke studies. As noted by these and other authors, estimates of familial aggregation can vary widely across studies for many reasons, including study design, ascertainment criteria, exposure assessment, and analytic approaches.
Through our search criteria, we identified 11 studies that specifically addressed whether familial aggregation of stroke differed across the age spectrum. These included 7 case-only, 2 case-control, and 2 cohort studies. The case-only studies evaluated whether the frequency of a positive family history varied according to the age of stroke onset in the index case, whereas the case-control and cohort studies evaluated whether the association between family history and stroke was modified by age. It should be noted that these studies applied various age cutoff criteria contrasting the younger versus older strokes, but all examined the potential for age modification on aggregation of strokes within families. A summary of these studies, along with the study-specific age reference for contrasting younger versus older strokes, is provided in Table 1 .
Five of the case-only studies reported that younger stroke cases were more likely than older cases to have a positive family history of stroke or that age at stroke was inversely related to a family history of stroke, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] whereas 1 case-only study reported that older stroke cases were more likely than younger cases to have a positive family history of stroke. 24 An additional case-only study by Meschia et al 18 reported that concordance rates for siblings increased with increasing age of the proband, although this observation is difficult to interpret given that risk of stroke increases with age. The 2 case-control studies evaluating the association between stroke and family history of stroke both observed stronger associations in younger individuals than in older individuals. 17, 25 Particularly in the Genetics of Early-Onset Stroke Study, which included only adults aged <50 years, the OR for the association between family history and overall IS was strongest among the youngest age group (15-24 years: OR=2.5, CI=0.4-15.0) and weakest in the oldest age group (35-49 years: OR=1.5, CI=1.1-1.9; P<0.0001 for trend). 17 The 2 cohort studies that evaluated the association between family history and stroke also observed stronger associations in younger individuals. Jousilahti et al 26 studied 14 371 Finnish individuals, aged 25 to 64 years, and observed that the RR of incident stroke associated with family history was stronger in men aged 25 to 49 years than in men aged 50 to 64 years (RR=2.82 versus 1.65) with similar associations observed for women, although they did not distinguish between ischemic and hemorrhagic types of stroke in their study. In the Framingham Heart Study, 3433 offspring were followed for stroke onset, and their parental history of stroke was obtained using medical records. A stronger effect of parental history of IS was observed for risk of IS in the offspring at younger age (<65 years) compared with stroke risk in offspring at any age (RR=3.16 versus 2.22). 11 Moreover, this study also showed that the observed association between parental history of stroke and stroke risk in offspring seemed to be independent of conventional stroke risk factors.
Is the Stronger Familial Aggregation Observed in Early-Compared With Late-Onset Stroke Because of Differences in the Distribution of Stroke Subtypes?
Most studies of familial aggregation have not considered whether the association of family history of stroke differed by stroke subtypes. Among the few examining such associations, the results are inconclusive. 17, 25, 27, 28 A key question that has not been definitively answered is whether the same IS subtypes tends to aggregate within families. This was first addressed in a retrospective study of ≈300 sib pairs affected with stroke and demonstrated poor agreement among IS subtypes in the 2 siblings. 29 This was an important finding in that it suggested that genetic risk factors for IS may not be subtype specific. Nevertheless, clear evidence is emerging that most IS subtypes are heritable. In a more recent study of 3540 IS cases and 6221 controls, Bevan et al 14 used the genotype-based heritability approach and estimated heritabilities of 40% for large-vessel stroke, 33% for cardioembolic stroke, and 16% for small vessel disease (all estimates statistically >0; P<0.001). Also estimating heritability based on genotypes, Holliday et al 15 reported a higher heritability for large artery atherosclerotic type (66%; P<0.001) and cardioembolic stroke (60%; P=0.003) and a small, nonsignificant heritability for small-vessel diseases (10%; P=0.26) in a set of 1162 cases and 1244 controls from Australia. One caveat of these estimates is that they have large confidence intervals, particularly for small vessel disease, which accounts for a relatively smaller proportion of all IS cases. As with more conventional pedigree-based heritability estimates, genotype-based heritability estimates are also subject to error because of imprecision of stroke subtype definitions. Nevertheless, on balance, these studies provide support for a genetic contribution to individual stroke subtypes, although the magnitude of the genetic contribution to each subtype remains unclear.
Given that the genetic contributions to IS may differ across stroke subtypes and the stroke subtype distribution varies by age, it is possible that the higher familial aggregation observed in the young IS population could be because of an overrepresentation of stroke subtypes that have stronger genetic contributions. The best data addressing this issue comes from the study of Jerrard-Dunne et al, 25 who assessed the genetic contribution to stroke subtype according to age of stroke onset. They reported a positive association of family history of stroke with large artery atherosclerotic and small vessel subtypes and, most importantly, observed the association to be strongest among the youngest age of onset group (≤55 years) and that the association diminished with increasing age of onset within each subtype (Table 1 ). However, they did not examine the age-stratified associations for cryptogenic stroke, which represents a significant portion of young-onset form of stroke cases (Figure) . Additional insights could be provided by estimating subtype-specific heritability of young versus old stroke using the genotype-based approach; unfortunately, such estimates are not yet available. Such an approach might address more definitively the issue of whether the genetic contribution to stroke is increased at younger ages and whether the genetic contribution to early-onset stroke is independent of differences in the distribution of stroke subtype.
In summary, substantial evidence from family and population studies supports a significant genetic contribution to IS, which appears to be stronger for early-onset IS. There is emerging evidence from genotype-based heritability analyses that heritability of IS may vary by stroke subtype. What is not clear at this time is the degree of genetic overlap between different stroke subtypes. This gap may be addressed through family studies that examine segregation of specific stroke subtypes within families (eg, do stroke-enriched families present with predominately the same stroke subtype or do subtypes crossover?). Unfortunately, available data to address this important question are sparse. 
Monogenic Conditions Related to Early-Onset Stroke May Provide Insight Into Understanding Complex Forms of Stroke in Young Adults
Insights into the pathogenesis of some common diseases have been gained by studying genes previously identified as being responsible for monogenic forms of the early-onset disease. For example, the discovery of the gene encoding the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) in 1986 led to discoveries of LDLR mutations as a cause of familial hypercholesterolemia and one of the first characterized genetic causes of early coronary artery disease (CAD). 30 of pancreatic β-cell function. 31 Discovery of these monogenic forms of disease has motivated efforts to identify milder variants in these same genes that might have more subtle effects on gene function, perhaps acting through gene regulation. In recent years, common variants in LDLR and in multiple of the MODY genes have been identified that are reliably associated with common forms of both coronary heart diseases 32 and diabetes mellitus, 33 albeit with small effect sizes. Genes associated with numerous monogenic disorders that include early-onset stroke as a phenotype have been identified. For some disorders, stroke can be the predominant clinical feature, whereas in others, stroke can occur infrequently. Excellent reviews of stroke-associated monogenic disorders have been previously published. [34] [35] [36] Among the more well-known disorders are Fabry disease, cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy, mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes, sickle-cell disease, homocystinuria, and Marfan syndrome. 34, 37, 38 Even collectively, these disorders are rare and account for only a small percentage of young stroke cases. Although the biological basis for stroke is apparent for most of these disorders, the extent to which disruption of these pathways is important to common forms of stroke is debatable. There is some support that genes in homocysteine metabolism pathway (eg, CBS and MTHFR) 39, 40 and in the mitochondria genome 41, 42 may play a role in stroke susceptibility, but evidence for their role in complex forms of early-onset stroke is less conclusive. It is possible that there may be other high-penetrance mutations segregating in some families that also contribute to the burden of early-onset stroke, although it seems unlikely that these will account for a significant proportion of early-onset stroke because most early-onset stroke cases do not show Mendelian forms of inheritance. Exome sequencing studies that include early-onset stroke cases may address this issue in the future.
Current Status for Identifying Genes Associated With Young-Onset IS
The heterogeneity within IS imposes a significant challenge for identifying genes associated with this disorder because different genes are likely to predispose to different stroke subtypes. During the past several years, large GWAS have reported 6 to 7 loci associated with IS ( Table 2 ). Four of these loci have P values reaching genome-wide significance in the large METASTROKE Consortium, the largest GWAS of IS to date, and all 4 genome-wide significant associations were subtype specific: 4q25 (PITX2) and 16q22 (ZFHX3) with cardioembolic stroke, 43, 44 7p21 (HDAC9) and 6p21 with large artery atherosclerotic stroke. 15, 45, 46 Two additional loci, that is, the 9p21 locus (CDKN2B-AS1) with large artery atherosclerotic stroke 45, 47, 48 and 9q34 locus (ABO) with total IS, large artery atherosclerotic stroke, and cardioembolic stroke 49 did not reach genome-wide significance but were robustly replicated in other studies, albeit with small effect sizes. Notably, 1 locus, NINJ2 (12p13), which was initially identified in population-based cohort studies to be associated with all IS, has not been replicated in well-powered hospital-based case-control studies. 45, 46, 50, 51 The absence of replication suggests that this locus may be a false-positive, but it is also possible that this locus was associated with stroke risk and severity and thus the association was not seen in case-control studies that were largely based on stroke survivors. Among the associated loci, 4 have biological appeal considering their associated stroke subtype. For example, PITX2 and ZFHX3 have previously been associated with atrial fibrillation, an important risk factor for cardioembolic stroke. 43, 44 CDKN2B-AS1, located in the CDKN2A-CDKN2B gene cluster at 9p21, encodes CDKN2B antisense RNA 1 and is a known locus showing strong associations with CAD and myocardial infarction, consistent with a role in large artery disease. 32, 35 Many of the disease-associated variants in CDKN2B-AS1 may affect the expression of this gene, implicating their role in disease mechanisms via regulating the gene expression. 52, 53 Last, the ABO locus, which was initially identified by GWAS associated with the clotting trait (ie, von Willebrand factor), was associated with cardioembolic and large artery atherosclerotic strokes. 49 However, little is known about the biological relevance of HDAC9 and the 6p21 locus to the large artery atherosclerotic stroke. HDAC9 encodes histone deacetylase 9 and may affect transcriptional regulation by altering chromosome structure. The 6p21 locus is located in an intergenic region (between SUPT3H and CDC5L) enriched for enhancer-and promoter-associated marks of histone modification. 15 It is possible that both loci may play a role in modulating gene expressions critical to stroke, but further research is warranted to support or refute such hypothesis. The stroke-associated loci summarized above have all been identified in large studies comprising predominantly older stroke cases. Given the relatively low prevalence of early-onset stroke, it is perhaps not surprising that efforts to identify predisposing genes for early-onset IS have been much more limited. Below we summarize candidate gene and GWAS studies that have been performed specifically for early-onset IS.
Candidate Gene Approach
Numerous candidate genes and pathways for IS have been studied and extensively reviewed elsewhere. 34, 40, [54] [55] [56] [57] They generally fall into one of the following categories: (1) genes involved in coagulation and fibrinolytic system (eg, F5, F2, FGA, and FGB) or genes encoding platelet glycoproteins (eg, ITGB3 and ITGA2), 34, 40, 54 (2) genes in the homocysteine metabolism (eg, MTHFR), [54] [55] [56] (3) genes involved with lipid metabolism (eg, APOE), 40, 54 and (4) and inflammation genes. 57 As with many candidate gene studies, the associations of these genes with stroke have generally been inconclusive because of insufficient sample size, heterogeneity in the study design, diversity of study populations, inconsistent phenotype classifications, and diverse inclusion/exclusion criteria for each study. Furthermore, relatively few of these studies have focused on younger populations, a group in which rare highpenetrance variants could theoretically account for disproportionately more of the disease burden.
Here, we focus on candidate gene studies of early-onset stroke that are based on either meta-analysis or large wellpowered individual studies. Only 4 candidate gene studies met our PubMed search criteria examining the genetic associations with IS risk among cases ≤50-year old ( Table 3) . [58] [59] [60] [61] The MTHFR C677T variant (rs1801133), a missense variant encoding A222V amino acid change, was reported to be significantly associated with early-onset IS in the meta-analysis of 8 studies with a total of 1093 cases (OR=1.44; P=0.002;
Xin et al 58 ) . The same study also reported significant associations with APOE (rs7412 and rs429358; OR=2.53; P<0.001) and ITGA2 C807T (rs1126643; OR=1.50; P=0.01), although they also detected evidence for potential publication bias for this latter result, calling the ITGA2 association into question. 58 The FVL mutation (R506Q, rs6025) was investigated in 3 studies. [58] [59] [60] Although no significant association was found in a study by Xin et al, 58 a more recent meta-analysis found a significant association between FVL early-onset IS among studies where cases were selected on the basis of having cryptogenic stroke or recruited from a subset of patients referred for a thrombophilic work-up (OR=2.73; 95% CI=1.98-3.75) but a much smaller association among unselected cases (OR=1.40; 95% CI=0.998-1.95). 59 Consistent with this metaanalysis, the largest single study of unselected early-onset IS cases found no association between FVL and IS (OR=1.0). 60 Harriott et al 61 studied the relationship between 134 polymorphisms of ATP1A2, a migraine-associated gene, with earlyonset IS and only 1 variant reached nominal significance (rs2070704), suggesting no strong association between the ATP1A2 and early-onset IS.
In addition to these studies, a large meta-analysis was performed to test whether 11 genetic variants known to be associated with myocardial infarction or CAD were also associated with IS under the assumption that myocardial infarction/ CAD and IS may share common susceptibility genes. In this analysis, none of the myocardial infarction/CAD-associated single-nucleotide polymorphisms were associated with IS in young populations (<50-year old); associations with IS subtypes (eg, large artery stroke) were not investigated in this young population. 67
Genome-Wide Association Approach
Compared with stroke in older adults, GWAS data on earlyonset stroke is limited. A suggestive association has been reported from the Genetics of Early Onset Stroke Study between early-onset IS and an intronic variant in FMNL2 (OR=0.69; P=1.2×10 −7 ), although power to detect associations was modest and the association could not be replicated in case-control studies of older-onset stoke. 68 Because of the relatively small sample sizes of the available early-onset stroke studies, there is insufficient power to determine whether the effect sizes of the established stroke susceptibility loci identified in older populations are similar for early-onset stroke. Given the success of large GWAS studies in identifying ISassociated genes in older adults and stronger familial aggregation of stroke in the young population, larger-scale GWAS studies conducted in early-onset stroke to identify additional stroke loci are warranted.
In summary, there have been few large-scale candidate gene studies or GWAS performed exclusively in early-onset IS. The few that have been performed provide some support that variants in the methionine metabolism (eg, MTHFR), lipid metabolism (eg, APOE), and the coagulation (eg, FVL) pathways may play a role in early-onset stroke. It remains to be determined whether these play a more prominent role in earlyonset versus late-onset stroke. Notably, none of the published gene studies of early-onset IS have been sufficiently powered to assess associations with specific subtypes of IS.
Re-emerging Role of Family Studies in the Post-GWAS Era
Early linkage studies performed in families with predominantly older-onset stroke have mapped stroke susceptibility genes to the 5q12 region (PDE4D), [69] [70] [71] [72] although subsequent association studies attempting to identify the causative variant(s) for these linkages have been inconclusive. [73] [74] [75] [76] Historically, linkage studies have been most successful in localizing high-penetrance variants, which tend to be rare and are often associated with monogenic forms of disease. However, when such variants are identified, they can elucidate mechanistic pathways relevant to more common polygenic forms of disease, such as the identification of mutations in the LDLR and familial hypercholesterolemia. 30 Another example, specifically relevant to stroke, was the discovery through linkage analysis of mutations in the gene encoding the vascular smooth muscle cell-specific isoform of α-actin (ACTA2) as a cause of familial aortic aneurysms and dissection. 77 Additional analyses of these families have shown that mutations in this gene, which is a modulator of smooth muscle cell contraction, are also associated with premature CAD and premature IS, including moyamoya disease. 78 Although ACTA2 variants have not been associated with more common or complex forms of stroke, these findings do suggest a new biological pathway to target in future genetic and translational research.
The recent advances in sequencing technology, coupled with the track record of GWAS in identifying mostly smalleffect variants, have prompted enthusiasm by many in the complex disease field to explore the role of rare variants with large effect size and high-penetrance in disease pathogenesis. In this context, it will be fruitful to identify families enriched with multiple affected members who are more likely to be segregating disease-causing variants. This type of design may be particularly attractive for early-onset stroke, in which the associated variants may be more highly penetrant and thus more easily detectable through sequencing.
Future Directions
Important insights into mechanisms underlying several complex diseases have been gleaned after the identification of genetic variants predisposing to early-onset forms of the disease (eg, breast cancer and BRCA mutations, diabetes mellitus 64 Yeh et al, 65 and Howard et al 66 ) . For studies with mixed ethnic group, a range of risk allele frequencies is provided based on the allele frequencies provided across different ethnic groups. †The minimal detectable OR was estimated using Quanto v1.2.4 program (http://hydra.usc.edu/gxe/) based on the risk allele frequency, available sample size, and the genetic model used in each study under the assumption of an unmatched case-control design with 80% statistical power at α=0.05 (2-sided) . For studies with mixed ethnicity, a range of detectable ORs was calculated using ethnic group-specific allele frequencies.
and MODY variants, heart disease and LDLR mutations). Whether similar success can arise from the study of earlyonset stroke remains to be seen. One important issue that has not been established is whether early-onset stroke represents the lower part of the age of onset spectrum of all IS or whether there is an enrichment in early-onset cases of low frequency variants with larger effect sizes and higher penetrance. Identifying such variants could potentially shed light on new pathways relevant to the prevention and treatment of the more common forms of stroke.
Large-scale GWAS studies may also provide new insights into stroke genetics, including those that differentiate between early-and late-onset stroke. Such studies have been limited to date by small sample sizes in the early-onset category precluding the subtype-specific analyses that have been most productive in studying genes associated with late-onset stroke. Therefore, international collaborations combining early-onset samples across studies through meta-analysis are essential.
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